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Payolog to expand its Transit solutions within Mexico and 
Latin America with ROI Global Partners 

 
Payolog, a leading technology company within the global payments and smart-city industry 
join forces with ROI Global Partners  

(Irvine California USA) Payolog, a global leader within payment solution technologies announces 
expansion throughout Mexico and Latin America by partnering with ROI Global Partners.  

Their expansion will showcase their suite of solutions which includes: global payments, smart-
city and Transit, automated fare collection; mobile ticketing; event ticketing; loyalty 
management; credit and debit card management; prepaid card management; POS/terminal 
management, and mobile city platforms. 

“We are excited to partner with Payolog, who we consider an unparalleled solution provider.  
Our combined mission is clear…we will work together to promote Payolog’s remarkable suite of 
solutions, work to protect their intellectual property, and develop honest lasting relationships 
with Government and other clientele.” said Robert S. Graham, CEO of ROI Global Partners. 

ROI Global Partners, is a business growth and integration services company.  Together, the 
Payolog/ROI strategic partnership will profit from ROI’s deep and powerful relationships within 
the Mexican and the Latin America government and corporate sectors and Payolog’s solutions. 
The combination enhances capabilities helping the partners develop relationships, integrate 
services and assist in building End2End projects. 

“We are very happy to be partnering with ROI,” said Murat Guzel, CEO of Payolog. With ROI, we 
look to rapidly develop and grow within the market. ROI’s network and diversified business 
experiences will help us enhance our business strategy, not only in Mexico, the Americas in 
general.” 
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About Payolog 

Payolog is a technology company within the global payments industry, thriving to become the finest in payment solutions and 
services, by providing a unique framework and comprehensive payment systems solutions within. Payolog provides payment 
and smart city solutions such as: Credit/Debit/Prepaid Card Management Systems, Switch/Integration Middleware, Open and 
Closed Loop Transit/Transportation solutions, Loyalty Management, Loan Origination System, Wallet System and many more. 
Our diversity in products and services is unparalleled, and, our purpose is to provide a wide range of products with top quality 
service and know-how. Our goal is to become your solution partner for all your Payments Technology requirements. For more 
information please contact us at info@payolog.com 

About ROI  
ROI Global Partners specializes as a business growth and integrated services company. ROI provides solution-based services 
within the government, hi-tech, energy and utilities, healthcare systems and services, advertising and social media and mining 
industries.  Solutions include strategic plan design, operations, change management, AI, blockchain technology, supply chain 
management, crisis management, marketing automations, systems integration, data and digital analytics.  ROI  has three 
strategic locations including Scottsdale, Arizona, Washington D.C. and Mexico City, Mexico.  


